Charge transfer quantification in a SnOx/CuPc semiconductor heterostructure: investigation of buried interface energy structure by photoelectron spectroscopies.
A tin oxide/copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) layer stack was investigated with two complementary photoemission methods. Non-destructive analysis of the electronic properties at the SnOx/CuPc interface was performed applying angle-dependent measurements with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ADXPS) and energy-resolved photoemission yield spectroscopy (PYS). The different components (related to oxide layer and organic overlayer as well as to contamination features) observed in the spectra were assigned to a particular layer by relative depth plot analysis. ADXPS allowed determination of the chemical and electronic structure of the investigated samples. The addition of the organic ultra-thin film to the oxide layer caused a significant increase of the structure's photoemission yield. The combination of ADXPS and PYS allowed determination of the work function of constituent layers, and charge transfer phenomena at the SnOx/CuPc buried interface. An interface dipole of 0.23 eV was detected, assigned to charge transfer across the interface from the oxide layer towards the organic film. The energy level alignment at the SnOx/CuPc interface was determined, and presented in a band-like diagram, together with depth-dependent changes of the core energy levels of the structure's constituents. Finally the role of the oxide's defect-related energy levels in the charge transfer was discussed. The results obtained exhibit significance ranging from investigation, basic understanding and application of such hybrid films. Application of these results in hybrid electronic devices can help understanding and furthering this technology.